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ABSTRACT

The SNARE-binding protein complexin (Cpx) has been demonstrated to regulate synaptic vesicle fusion. Previous studies are consistent with Cpx functioning either as a synaptic vesicle fusion clamp to prevent premature exocytosis, or as a facilitator to directly stimulate release. Here we examined conserved roles of invertebrate and mammalian Cpx isoforms in the regulation of neurotransmitter release using the *Drosophila* neuromuscular junction as a model synapse. We find that SNARE binding by Cpx is required for its role as a fusion clamp. All four mammalian Cpx proteins (mCpx), which have been demonstrated to facilitate release, also function as fusion clamps when expressed in *Drosophila cpx* null mutants, though their clamping abilities varies between isoforms. Moreover, expression of mCpx I, II or III isoforms dramatically enhance evoked release compared to mCpx IV or *Drosophila* Cpx. Differences in the clamping and facilitating properties of complexin isoforms can be partially attributed to differences in the C-terminal membrane tethering domain. Our findings indicate that the function of complexins as fusion clamps and facilitators of fusion are conserved across evolution, and that these roles are genetically separable within an isoform and across different isoforms.
INTRODUCTION

Neurotransmitter release is a tightly regulated process accompanied by cycles of assembly and disassembly of SNARE complexes during rounds of synaptic vesicle fusion (Littleton et al., 1998; Sollner et al., 1993). The requirement for the core SNARE machinery to form a parallel four-helix bundle to bring fusing membranes together is shared by most intracellular fusion processes. At synapses, SNARE-mediated fusion is uniquely regulated to allow rapid and calcium-triggered synaptic vesicle fusion. These adaptations to the core fusion machinery require synapse specific SNARE-binding proteins, including Synaptotagmin 1 (Syt 1) and complexin (Cpx). Syt 1 is a synaptic vesicle protein that binds to SNARE complexes and membrane phospholipids in a calcium-dependent manner, functioning as the calcium sensor for fast synchronous neurotransmitter release (Geppert et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2007; Yoshihara and Littleton, 2002). In contrast with the established function for Syt 1, Cpx’s role in synaptic vesicle fusion is less clear. Cpx is a small cytosolic α-helical protein that binds assembled SNARE complexes (Bracher et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; McMahon et al., 1995; Pabst et al., 2000). Association with SNAREs has been suggested to allow Cpx to function as a facilitator for synaptic vesicle fusion (Reim et al., 2001; Xue et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2008) or as a fusion clamp to prevent premature exocytosis in the absence of calcium (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Maximov et al., 2009).

Evidence supporting a role for Cpx as a synaptic vesicle fusion clamp has been suggested by both biochemical studies (Giraudo et al., 2006; Schaub et al., 2006) and genetic knockouts in Drosophila (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). Drosophila has a single Cpx homolog (DmCpx) that is enriched in presynaptic nerve terminals. Deletion of Drosophila cpx results in a dramatic increase in spontaneous synaptic vesicle fusion, with a corresponding reduction in evoked
release (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007), indicating that Cpx functions as a vesicle clamp to prevent calcium-independent fusion. The fusion clamp model is also supported by biochemical studies demonstrating that Cpx can inhibit SNARE-mediated fusion in cell-cell or liposome fusion assays (Giraudo et al., 2006; Giraudo et al., 2009; Schaub et al., 2006). In contrast to the single Cpx isoform in Drosophila, mammals have four Cpx genes encoded in their genome (Reim et al., 2005). Removal of Cpxs at mammalian synapses has been shown to increase spontaneous release in cortical neurons (Maximov et al., 2009) or decrease spontaneous release at autapses or GABAergic synapses (Reim et al., 2001; Strenzke et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2008). Similar to Drosophila, mammalian synapses lacking Cpxs also exhibit reduced evoked release. The distinct effects of Cpx on spontaneous release at different synapses within and across species suggest the protein may play multiple roles in synaptic vesicle trafficking depending upon the synaptic environment. Alternatively, Cpx may have a conserved role in fusion that manifests differently depending upon the presence or absence of other synaptic components that modify the fusion properties of synaptic vesicles. A key test of these two models is determining whether the distinct roles of Cpx in clamping fusion and promoting release can be genetically separated, which would argue for multiple roles of Cpx during the synaptic vesicle cycle. Recent studies suggest Cpx contains both facilitating and inhibitory functions that are differentially manifest between invertebrate and mammalian isoforms (Xue et al., 2009).

To further examine these alternative models for Cpx function, we extended our previous analysis of Drosophila Cpx and tested whether mammalian Cpx (mCpx) isoforms can functionally substitute for the loss of Cpx at Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ) synapses. We demonstrate that SNARE binding by Cpx is required for its roles as both a fusion
clamp and a facilitator of vesicle fusion. All mCpx isoforms can partially rescue the cpx mini frequency phenotype, suggesting the ability of Cpx to act as a fusion clamp is evolutionarily conserved. Strikingly, mCpx IV, like the Drosophila homolog, can potently clamp spontaneous release compared to the other mCpx isoforms. To examine properties that might confer the ability of mCpx IV and DmCpx to function as potent fusion clamps, we investigated the C-terminal CAAX-box prenylation motif conserved in mCpx III, mCpx IV, and DmCpx. We find that the CAAX-box motif is necessary but not sufficient for Cpx to act as a fusion clamp. Finally, we show that mCpxs I, II, and III dramatically promote enhanced evoked release, whereas mCpx IV or DmCpx do not. Unexpectedly, expression of DmCpx lacking the CAAX-box motif in the cpx nulls enhances evoked release compared to WT DmCpx, suggesting that prenylation may partially mask facilitatory properties of Cpx. These experiments suggest that the dual function of Cpxs as fusion clamps and facilitators of release is evolutionarily conserved, requires SNARE binding, and can be genetically separated.

RESULTS

DmCpx function as a fusion clamp requires SNARE binding

Genetic approaches have suggested two potential roles for Cpxs in synaptic exocytosis – as a fusion clamp and/or a facilitator of vesicle fusion. To further define the role of Cpx in neurotransmitter release, we examined similarities and differences in the function of Drosophila and mammalian Cpx isoforms at Drosophila NMJ synapses. Cpx is a small cytoplasmic protein with a central α-helix that binds the SNARE complex (Bracher et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002) (Figure 1A). The SNARE binding domain of Cpx is highly conserved across evolution (Brose, 2008) and is essential for Cpx’s role in facilitating synaptic vesicle fusion at mammalian
synapses. Lysine 75 and tyrosine 76 flank the SNARE binding domain and are critical for Cpx-SNARE binding (Bracher et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Xue et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007). To determine if DmCpx must also engage SNARE complexes for its role in clamping spontaneous synaptic vesicle fusion, we generated transgenic lines expressing DmCpx with lysine 75 and tyrosine 76 mutated to alanine (DmCpx\textsuperscript{K75A,Y76A}) in the \textit{cpx} null background under control of the GAL4-UAS system. We used the phiC31-attP recombination system to insert all \textit{cpx} transgenes into the same integration site on the 3\textsuperscript{rd} chromosome, allowing identical transcriptional levels for each transgene. Cpx was also tagged with an N-terminal myc epitope to allow unambiguous identification of the transgenic protein in western and immunocytochemical studies. Western analysis demonstrates that DmCpx\textsuperscript{K75A,Y76A} is expressed at similar levels to wildtype (WT) DmCpx in transgenic lines (Figure 1B), and that expression of Syt 1 or the t-SNARE syntaxin are unaltered (Supplementary Figure 1A). In addition, DmCpx\textsuperscript{K75A,Y76A} localizes normally to synapses at Drosophila NMJs (Supplementary Figure 2), indicating SNARE binding is not required for Cpx targeting or retention at synapses. To test the functional effects of DmCpx\textsuperscript{K75A,Y76A} on synaptic transmission, we performed electrophysiological recordings at 3\textsuperscript{rd} instar larval abdominal muscle 6 synapses in \textit{cpx} null mutants, and compared synaptic properties between the mutant and WT \textit{cpx} transgenes expressed pan-neuronally with \textit{elav}-GAL4. In \textit{cpx} null mutants, miniature excitatory junctional potential (mini) frequency is greatly enhanced compared to WT controls (58.2 ± 4.2 Hz compared to 2.2 ± 0.3 Hz at control synapses, Figures 1C, D). Transgenic expression of WT DmCpx in the \textit{cpx} null background significantly reduces mini frequency to near control levels (3.5 ± 0.5 Hz, Figures 1C, D). In contrast, expression of DmCpx\textsuperscript{K75A,Y76A} does not rescue the dramatic increase in spontaneous fusion (67.7 ± 2.5 Hz, Figures 1C, D). These data demonstrate that SNARE binding is required for the function of Cpx
as a fusion clamp at *Drosophila* synapses, similar to the requirement for SNARE binding for the function of mCpx as a facilitator and DmCpx as a clamp at mammalian synapses (Xue et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007).

**mCpxs rescue the cpx mini phenotype at Drosophila NMJ**

Given the conserved role of SNARE binding in Cpx function, we next examined whether mammalian Cpx isoforms could substitute for *Drosophila* Cpx as a fusion clamp. Phylogenetic analysis of Cpxs reveals two subgroups consisting of Cpx I and II, and Cpx III and IV (Figure 2A). DmCpx is phylogenetically more similar to Cpx III and IV. In addition, DmCpx and mCpxs III and IV share a C-terminal CAAX-box motif (Figure 2B) required for post-translational prenylation by addition of either a farnesyl (15-carbon) or a geranylgeranyl (20-carbon) moiety at the cysteine residue (Zhang and Casey, 1996). From an evolutionary perspective, both Cpx and Syt are absent from the single cell stage of evolution and are first found in primitive metazoan branches before the emergence of neurons and synapses (Barber et al., 2009). The first Cpx isoform in eukaryotes appears in the genome of the simple placozoan, *Trichoplax adhaerens* (Srivastava et al., 2008). This Cpx also contains a CAAX-box motif, suggesting that the prenylated version of Cpx represents the ancestral form of the protein. To test whether mCpxs can functionally substitute for DmCpx, we generated transgenic *Drosophila* expressing myc-tagged versions of the four mCpx isoforms. Although all transgenes generated in this study were integrated into the same AttP locus of the 3rd chromosome to avoid expression variation due to positional effects, mCpxs are expressed at different levels when driven with *elav*-GAL4 (mCpx I = 101.5 ± 13.6 %, mCpx II = 64.4 ± 5.0 %, mCpx III = 30.1 ± 4.8 %, mCpx IV = 5.0 ± 0.5 %, all relative to endogenous DmCpx; see Figure 3A, B). Since positional effects at the genomic level
can be excluded, it is likely that expression differences between the mCpx isoforms reflect differential stability of the proteins. Although the transgenic proteins are expressed at distinct levels, all four isoforms target to presynaptic boutons (Supplementary Figure 3). In addition, the expression levels of syntaxin and Syt 1 are unaltered in Cpx transgenic rescues lacking endogenous DmCpx (Supplementary Figure 1B).

Functional rescue of the mCpx isoforms was first assayed by analyzing the cpx mutant mini phenotype in transgenic animals expressing each mCpx. All four mCpx isoforms significantly reduce mini frequency compared to cpx null mutants (mCpx I = 9.4 ± 1.2 Hz, mCpx II = 11.0 ± 2.0 Hz, mCpx III = 11.2 ± 2.2 Hz, and mCpx IV = 5.7 ± 0.5 Hz; Figure 3C, D). However, mini frequencies are significantly elevated in the rescue lines compared to control and the WT DmCpx rescue (2.2 ± 0.3 Hz and 3.6 ± 0.5 Hz, respectively). Interestingly, mCpx III and mCpx IV, despite expressing at much lower levels, rescue the fusion clamp phenotype to a degree comparable (mCpx III) or stronger (mCpx IV) than mCpx I and II. The ability of mCpx IV to rescue the mini phenotype is particularly striking, as its expression is much lower (5.0% of endogenous DmCpx) than the other Cpx transgenes, but rescues most similarly to DmCpx (DmCpx = 3.6 ± 0.5 compared to mCpx IV = 5.7± 0.5 Hz; Figure 3C, D). These results indicate that mCpxs have conserved functions as fusion clamps, with mCpx IV being particularly effective as a synaptic vesicle fusion clamp.

**DmCpx clamping function requires C-terminal prenylation motif**

Given the ability of mCpx IV and mCpx III to rescue the mini phenotype of cpx null mutants despite their low expression levels, we assayed whether the prenylation CAAX-box motif plays a key role in clamping spontaneous synaptic vesicle fusion. Prenylation of proteins allows
targeting of CAAX-box proteins to membranes (Zhang and Casey, 1996) and could potentially increase the local concentration of Cpx at release sites. To characterize the functional significance of Cpx prenylation, we generated chimeras of DmCpx and mCpx I that interchanged the last 4 residues, removing the CAAX box from DmCpx and adding it to mCpx I (DmCpx $^{ΔCAAX/+MFKK}$ and mCpx I $^{ΔMFKK/+CAAX}$), allowing us to determine how prenylation impacts their function. All transgenes are expressed at similar levels compared with each other, and with endogenous DmCpx, as assayed by western analysis (Figure 4A). In addition, the transgenic proteins target and localize to presynaptic boutons of larval NMJs (Supplementary Figure 2). mCpx I localizes to synaptic boutons with or without the CAAX-box (Supplementary Figure 2), indicating mCpx I is targeted to presynaptic boutons independent of prenylation. To analyze the functional significance of Cpx prenylation, we assayed the ability of the transgenes to rescue the cpx null phenotype. Transgene expression of DmCpx in the cpx mutant significantly reduces the mini frequency to near control levels (3.5 ± 0.5 Hz, Figures 4B, C). In contrast, expression of DmCpx $^{ΔCAAX/+MFKK}$ does not rescue the mutant phenotype (51.9 ± 5.6 Hz, Figures 4B, C), demonstrating that the CAAX-box motif is required for DmCpx function as a vesicle clamp. mCpx I partially rescues the mini phenotype, but to a lesser degree than DmCpx (9.4 ± 1.2 Hz compared to 3.5 ± 0.5 Hz, Figures 4B, C). Addition of the CAAX-box motif to mCpx I does not significantly enhance its ability to rescue the cpx phenotype (7.5 ± 1.1 Hz). These data indicate that Drosophila Cpx requires prenylation for its in vivo function as a clamp, and that mCpx I and II have evolved distinct targeting mechanisms to enrich the protein at release sites, or alternative mechanisms for clamping fusion.

**Differences in Cpx function as facilitators depends on C-terminal prenylation motif**
Our physiological analysis indicates that mammalian Cpxs can function as fusion clamps at *Drosophila* synapses, though with a lower efficiency than DmCpx. In addition to suppressing spontaneous release, Cpx also functions as a positive facilitator of transmitter release at both *Drosophila* and mammalian synapses (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Maximov et al., 2009; Reim et al., 2001; Xue et al., 2007). To determine whether mCpxs isoforms can rescue evoked defects at *cpx* null synapses, and if prenylation plays any role in its function similar to that observed with the regulation of spontaneous release, we examined evoked responses (EJPs) in the transgenic rescues. *cpx* mutants exhibit reduced EJP amplitudes compared to controls (9.3 ± 0.6 mV versus 12.2 ± 1.0 mV at control synapses in 0.2 mM extracellular calcium; Figures 5A, B). Transgene expression of DmCpx in *cpx* null mutants rescues the reduced evoked phenotype (12.5 ± 1.4 mV). Unexpectedly, we observed dramatic differences amongst the mCpxs in the rescue of evoked release in *cpx* null mutants (Figures 5A, B). mCpxs I, II, and III greatly enhance EJP amplitude (27.1 ± 1.9 mV, 30.0 ± 2.0 mV, and 28.6 ± 1.1 mV, respectively) in *cpx* mutants, far more than rescue with endogeneous *Drosophila* Cpx. In contrast, mCpx IV exhibits no rescue of the reduced evoked response (8.9 ± 0.8 mV). These data indicate mCpxs I, II, and III are strong activators of synaptic vesicle exocytosis at *Drosophila* synapses, while retaining some basic fusion clamp properties. In contrast, mCpx IV can effectively function as a fusion clamp, even at low expression levels, but does not display a robust rescue of the activating function of Cpx in synaptic vesicle fusion.

Could C-terminal prenylation of Cpxs play a functional role in differential regulation of evoked responses? To test this hypothesis, we measured EJPs from *cpx* null mutants expressing DmCpx \(^{\text{CAAX+MFKK}}\) and mCpx I \(^{\text{MFKK+CAAX}}\) chimeras (Figures 5A, B). Remarkably, expression of DmCpx \(^{\text{CAAX+MFKK}}\), which does not rescue the mutant mini phenotype, enhances EJP amplitude.
(20.4 ± 1.2 mV) compared to rescue by WT DmCpx. In contrast, expression of mCpx I 
\(^{\text{MPK/CAAX}}\) exhibits a similar enhancement of EJP amplitude (29.6 ± 1.3 mV) compared to WT 
mCpx I. These data provide evidence that the two functions of Cpx in regulating 
neurotransmitter release – as a fusion clamp and facilitator of fusion – are separable in vivo, and 
that the distinct functionality of Cpx can be partially accounted for by C-terminal prenylation.

**DISCUSSION**

Synaptic transmission requires several SNARE-interacting proteins to modify the basic cellular 
fusion machinery to meet the unique requirements for rapid calcium-activated synaptic vesicle 
fusion. The best understood of these synapse-specific regulators is the calcium sensor 
synaptotagmin. In addition to Syt I, Cpx has been shown to bind 1:1 in a stoichiometric fashion 
to the neuronal SNARE complex and to regulate synaptic vesicle fusion. However, Cpx’s 
specific role in vesicle fusion is unclear, as genetic studies in mice and *Drosophila* have 
suggested distinct functions. Likewise, *in vitro* fusion assays employing Cpx and SNAREs as the 
fusion machinery have suggested potentially divergent roles (Giraudo et al., 2006; Malsam et al., 
2009; Schaub et al., 2006; Seiler et al., 2009). Using autaptic neuronal cultures, loss of Cpx I and 
II in mice was found to specifically reduce fast synchronous evoked fusion, without altering 
spontaneous release rates or synaptic vesicle pool sizes (Reim et al., 2001). These findings 
argued that Cpx plays a facilitating role in the calcium-triggering step of fusion. Supporting 
studies in acute brain slices also revealed a specific defect in calcium-triggered evoked fusion 
(Xue et al., 2008). The function of Cpx as a fusion clamp was supported by our analysis of null 
mutants in the sole *Drosophila cpx* homolog (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007), which revealed a 
dramatic increase in spontaneous fusion rates (>20-fold). Additional studies of mass cultured
mouse cortical neurons lacking Cpxs also found a large increase in spontaneous fusion (Maximov et al., 2009). In addition to the increase in spontaneous fusion, *Drosophila* synapses lacking Cpx show reduced evoked fusion. Structure-functions studies of mammalian Cpxs demonstrated that the N-terminus of Cpx contains both stimulatory and inhibitory subdomains (Xue et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2007), arguing that both clamping and facilitatory roles of Cpx may co-exist and express differently depending upon the synapse being analyzed.

To address these issues in greater detail, we examined the conservation of Cpx function across species at the *Drosophila* NMJ. Our first goal was to determine if the role of Cpx as a fusion clamp required SNARE binding, as has been shown for its facilitatory function at mammalian synapses. Lysine 75 and tyrosine 76 flank the right side of SNARE-binding domain and are essential for the SNARE-Cpx interaction (Xue et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007). Consistent with SNARE binding being required for Cpx function, we found that expressing Cpx with K75 and Y76 mutated in the *cpx* null background fails to rescue the dramatic increase in spontaneous fusion rates, indicating Cpx binding to SNARE complexes is a prerequisite for its ability to act as a fusion clamp. Our findings are consistent with findings that show DmCpx’s ability to inhibit spontaneous release in cultured autaptic neurons from mice requires SNARE binding (Xue et al., 2009).

We next examined whether mammalian Cpx isoforms could function as fusion clamps in *Drosophila*. We found that mCpx IV rescues the increased mini frequency in *Drosophila cpx* mutants despite expression levels much lower than mCpxs I and II. mCpxs I, II and III exhibit partial rescue of the fusion clamp function, as spontaneous release rates are still elevated 3 to 4-fold compared to controls. Like *Drosophila* Cpx, mCpxs III and IV have a C-terminal CAAX-box prenylation motif (Reim et al., 2005). We find that disruption of the DmCpx C-terminal
CAAX-box motif can completely phenocopy the SNARE-binding defective DmCpx mutant. The differential abilities of mCpxs to act as fusion clamps, together with the requirement of DmCpx’s CAAX-box, suggest that prenylation may regulate Cpx’s ability to function as a fusion clamp. In mammalian cultured neurons, the CAAX-box motif is necessary for proper targeting of mCpx III and IV to axonal terminals (Reim et al., 2005). The DmCpx CAAX-box mutant protein is still properly targeted to synaptic boutons (Supplementary Figure 2), indicating prenylation may be necessary for subcellular targeting beyond the limits of confocal microscopy, or for flexibility of the Cpx C-terminal domain that may affect its functionality. Alternative mechanisms to support Cpx fusion clamp properties must also exist given that mCpx I and II lack a CAAX-box motif, but retain some ability to function as fusion clamps in Drosophila. The C-terminal CAAX-box motif of Cpx is also required to inhibit spontaneous release in mouse autaptic neurons (Xue et al., 2009).

The mCpx I N-terminal α-helical accessory domain flanking the SNARE binding region has been proposed to inhibit fusion (Giraudo et al., 2009; Maximov et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007). This region may clamp release by incorporating into a portion of the 4-helix bundle of the SNARE complex, mimicking the v-SNARE synaptobrevin and preventing full zippering of the SNARE complex (Giraudo et al., 2009; Maximov et al., 2009). This hypothesis was based on the observation that the mCpx I N-terminal accessory domain sequence is similar to the C-terminal membrane proximal synaptobrevin region that contributes to full SNARE complex assembly, including three shared hydrophobic residues. The orthologous region of Drosophila n-synaptobrevin is highly conserved compared with mammals. Moreover, all the residues in the hydrophobic layers of synaptobrevin that are proposed to compete with the mCpx I accessory helix for SNARE binding are conserved. Therefore, mCpx I may function as a fusion
clamp in *Drosophila* by competing with *Drosophila* synaptobrevin to prevent full zippering of the SNARE complex. Do the other mCpxs and DmCpx clamp fusion similarly? This seems unlikely given the N-terminal accessory domains of mCpx III and IV and DmCpx are not similar, and nearly all of the residues that make up the hydrophobic layers proposed to interface with the t-SNARES and compete with synaptobrevin are charged in these isoforms. As such, there is likely to be alternative Cpx clamping mechanisms that function beyond the current competition model between Cpx and Synaptobrevin.

Our studies also reveal that mCpx I, II, and III, in addition to acting as a fusion clamp, strongly facilitate evoked fusion when expressed in *Drosophila* synapses compared to mCpx IV and DmCpx. This separation of the clamping and facilitatory roles is observed for all the mCpxs. mCpxs I, II, and III strongly facilitate evoked release and partially clamp spontaneous release at *Drosophila* synapses. In contrast, mCpx IV fully clamps spontaneous release, but does not facilitate evoked fusion. These data indicate that the facilitating role for Cpx can be genetically separated from its fusion *clamp* properties, arguing that the increase in spontaneous release and defective evoked responses observed in *Drosophila cpx* null mutants are likely to be only partially related. Xue et al. (2009) have recently made similar observations with regards to minis and evoked responses at *Drosophila* NMJs that express mCpx isoforms in *cpx* nulls (Xue et al., 2009). The mCpxs examined by Xue et al. (mCpx I and mCpx III) strongly facilitates evoked release and partially clamps spontaneous release at *Drosophila* NMJ, similar to our analysis. For the first time, we report that mCpx IV is a unique member of the mCpxs. At the *Drosophila* NMJ, mCpx IV acts as a strong vesicle clamp, but does not rescue evoked release in *cpx* null mutants. mCpxs IV is only expressed in the mammalian visual system, and enriched at rod synapses (Reim et al., 2005). The distinct properties of mCpx IV may contribute to the
differential release kinetics exhibited at these synapses, where the fast component of exocytosis is 10-fold slower at rod synapses compared to cone synapses (Rabl et al., 2005).

Our in vivo experiments are consistent with recent in vitro studies that have demonstrated distinct abilities of mCpx isoforms and DmCpx to promote liposomal fusion. mCpx I and II strongly increase the kinetics of SNARE-mediated liposomal fusion, while the other mCpx isoforms and DmCpx have either no effect or even delay fusion (Malsam et al., 2009). An interaction of the C-terminal α-helical domain of mCpx I with lipids is required for its ability to facilitate fusion in these in vitro assays (Seiler et al., 2009). All Cpxs have a C-terminal α-helical domain that may interact with lipid bilayers of the vesicle and/or plasma membrane to modulate SNARE-mediated fusion. Prenylation of the C-terminus of DmCpx and mCpx IV may override or block the facilitatory nature of the α-helical domain by sterically hindering it from associating with membranes. Consistent with this idea, DmCpx lacking the prenylation CAAX-box motif expressed in cpx nulls exhibit enhanced evoked release compared with WT DmCpx. However, mCpx III, which also has a CAAX-box motif, exhibits evoked responses similar to the non-prenylated mCpx I and II. Interestingly, adding the prenylation motif to mCpx I has no effect on evoked release. These data suggest that mCpx III may share facilitatory properties that exist in mCpx I and II, and that these properties likely map outside of the C-terminus.

How can Cpx’s general role in clamping fusion be correlated with the divergent properties of mCpxs in their ability to stimulate calcium-dependent vesicle fusion? Biochemical and electrophysiological experiments suggest that Cpx and Syt 1, the calcium sensor for exocytosis, compete for SNARE binding (Tang et al., 2006). Cpx is proposed to clamp synaptic vesicles at the active zone in a metastable state. Syt 1, in response to calcium, displaces Cpx at the SNARE complex and promotes vesicle fusion. The integration of specific Cpx N-terminal
and C-terminal domains in the context of SNARE complex dynamics likely confer distinct functional properties. Specific Cpx isoforms may generate different metastable SNARE complex states that result in SNARE complex substrates differentially activated by Syt 1 in response to calcium. The strength of Cpx as a fusion clamp or release facilitator is also likely modified by the presence and function of other SNARE associated proteins, including Munc-18 (Deak et al., 2009). Moreover, post-translational modifications such as prenylation (Reim et al., 2005) and phosphorylation (Hill et al., 2006) may further modulate Cpx function in an activity-dependent manner. In summary, our results indicate that Cpx plays multiple roles in synaptic transmission that are genetically separable and may contribute to synapse diversity and plasticity.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Drosophila genetics and molecular cloning**

*Drosophila melanogaster* were cultured on standard medium at 25°C. mCpx I and II were cloned from a mouse cDNA library. mCpx III and IV were cloned from mouse cDNA clones obtained from Open Biosystems (Clone IDs 4500804 and 5357047). DmCpx was cloned from a *Drosophila* cDNA clone obtained from the *Drosophila* Genomics Research Center (Clone ID GH27718). QuickChange XL (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was used for site directed mutagenesis on the existing cloned WT DmCpx to generate DmCpx

K75A,Y76A. The following primers were used to clone Cpx isoforms and mutants:

mCpx I:

5′CATATGGAGTTCGTGATGAAACAAGC,
3′TCTAGATTACTTCTTGAACATGTCCTGC;

mCpx I^{MFKK/+CVMQ}:

5′CATATGGAGTTCGTGATGAAACAAGC,
3′TCTAGATCAGCAGCATGTGCTGCTGCTCCTGC;

mCpx I^{MFKK/+CVMQ}:

5′CATATGGAGTTCGTGATGAAACAAGC,
3′TCTAGATCAGCAGCATGTGCTGCTGCTGCTCCTGC;
mCpx II:
5’ TCTAGATTACTTCTTGAAACATGTCTCTGC
3’ CATATGGACTTCGTCATGAAGCAAGC

mCpx III:
5’CATATGGCGTCATGGTGAAGTCC
3’ TCTAGATCACATGCTACAGAACACTTCTGC

mCpx IV:
5’CATATGGCTTTCTTTGTGAAAAATAT
3’ TCTAGATCACATCACAGAACACTTCTGC

DmCpx:
5’CATATGGCGCGCTTCATAGCTAAGC
3’ TCTAGATCAATGCATGACACATTTTCCCT

DmCpxΔCVMQ/+MFKK:
5’CATATGGCGCGCTTCATAGCTAAGC
3’ TCTAGATTACTTCTTGAAACATTTTCCCTCTATTTGAGTTT

DmCpxK75A,Y76A:
5’GAGAGGATGAGGCAAGACATTCGCGATGCTGCAACATCAAGAAGAGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGATCGTG
3’ CACGATCTCCTCCTCTCTTTCTTGATGTGTTCAGCAGCATGCAGAATGTCTTGCCTCATCTTCCT

PCR products were subcloned into a modified pValum construct with an N-terminal myc tag, allowing use of the Gal4/UAS expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). These constructs (UASCpx) were injected into a yv; attP third chromosome docking strain as described (Ni et al., 2008) by Genetic Services Inc. (Cambridge, MA). Homozygous third chromosome UAS lines were then recombined into the cpx$^{SH1}$ null mutant (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). The C155 elav-GAL4 driver was used for neuronal expression of transgenes. The phylogeny analysis shown in Figure 2A was performed using ClustalW2 (Larkin et al., 2007). Alignment was performed using Invitrogen Vector NTI (Carlsbad, CA).

**Immunostaining and Western Analysis**
Immunostaining was performed on third instar larvae at wandering stage after rearing at 25°C as described previously (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). Anti-myc (Clontech, Mountain View, CA), anti-DmCpx (1:5000, (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007)) and anti-HRP (1:10000, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) were used for immunostaining. Immunoreactive proteins were visualized on a Zeiss Pascal Confocal with PASCAL software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) using fluorescent secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA). Western blotting of whole adult head lysates was performed using standard laboratory procedures with anti-myc (1:1000, 1:500, GeneTex, San Antonio, TX) and anti-DmCpx (1:5000, (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007)) anti-syntaxin (1:1000, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA), anti-Syt 1 (1:200, (Littleton et al., 1993) antisera. Western blots were visualized on a Li-Cor Odyssey infrared imaging system.

For quantitative Western blot analysis, adult heads were collected and lysed in 10 µl of RIPA buffer/head (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 % Sodium Deoxycholate, 1% NP-40, 0.1% ZSDS, pH 7.4). The equivalent of 1 head was loaded per lane. Equal loading was assayed using anti-tubulin clone B-5-1-2 at 1:60000 (T5168; Sigma-Aldrich). Western blots were imaged using an Odyssey infrared scanner (Li-Cor). The mean integrated density of each band (mean intensity/pixel multiplied by the area of the band) corresponding to myc-tagged transgene was quantified using ImageJ (Rasband, 1997-2009) and normalized to the mean integrated density of tubulin. All values were then normalized to myc-DmCpx. These values were then multiplied by the ratio of the tubulin normalized mean integrated density values of myc-DmCpx and endogenous DmCpx obtained from the C155;;UAS-myc-tagged DmCpx lysates when blotted using anti-DmCpx (see Figure 3A last lane). The resultant value is the
relative level of myc-tagged transgenes compared to endogenous DmCpx expressed in the C155;;UAS-myc-tagged DmCpx line.

**Electrophysiological analysis**

Electrophysiological analysis of wandering stage 3rd instar larva was performed in *Drosophila* saline containing (in mM): 70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 4 MgCl₂, 10 NaHCO₃, 5 Trehalose, 115 sucrose, 5 HEPES-NaOH, 0.2 CaCl₂, pH 7.2, modified from HL3 as previously described (Rieckhof, 2003). Evoked EJPs were recorded intracellularly from muscle fiber 6 of segment A3 using an Axoclamp 2B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Data acquisition and analysis was performed using Clampfit 9.0 software (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) as previously described (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). All error bars are standard error of the mean (SEM). n = number of recordings from muscle 6 from at least 3 animals. Statistical significance was determined by Student’s t-test (n.s. = P>0.05, * = P<0.05, ** = P<0.01, *** = P<0.001).
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**FIGURE LEGENDS**

*Figure 1.* DmCpx function as a fusion clamp requires the SNARE binding residues lysine 75 and tyrosine 76. (A) Schematic of Cpx protein domains. All transgenic lines generated in this study encoded a Cpx with an N-terminal myc tag. The SNARE binding domain is indicated in blue, and the localization of K75 and Y76 is shown. The C-terminal CAAX-box motif contained in some Cpx isoforms is shown in red. (B) The DmCpx^K75A,Y76A^ transgenic protein is expressed at levels similar to the WT DmCpx transgenic protein and endogenous Cpx in lysates from adult transgenic heads. The top blot shows western probed with anti-myc antisera that recognizes the
transgenic proteins driven by C155elav-Gal4 in WT or cpxSH1 background as indicated. The bottom blot is probed with anti-Drosophila Cpx antisera, which recognizes both endogenous and transgenic protein. Myc-tagged Cpx runs slower and can be separated from endogenous Cpx (indicated by the arrow). (C) Summary of mean mini frequency (Hz ± SEM). n = control (10), cpxSH1 (7), DmCpx (8), DmCpxK75A,Y76A (6). Statistical significance was determined by Student’s t-test. (D) Sample traces of minis in control, cpxSH1, and rescue lines expressing WT DmCpx or DmCpxK75A,Y76A.

**Figure 2.** Comparison of Cpx proteins. (A) Phylogenetic analysis of Cpx from the indicated species. Hs = Homo sapiens, Mm = Mus musculus, Dr = Danio rerio, Nj = Narke japonica, Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans, Dm = Drosophila melanogaster, Ta = Trichoplax adhaerens. The scale bar shows the percentage (5%) of amino acid substitutions required to generate the corresponding tree distances. (B) Alignment analysis of mouse Cpx isoforms and DmCpx. The SNARE-binding domain is indicated by the blue bar. Residues within the SNARE binding region that were mutated (see Figure 1) are indicated by *. The C-terminal CAAX-box motifs in mCpx III and IV and DmCpx is indicated by red box. Color code: black resides are non-similar residues. Blue residues on cyan are consensus amino acids derived from a block of similar residues at a given position. Black residues on green are consensus amino acids derived from the occurrence of greater than 50% of a single residue at a given position. Red residues on yellow are consensus residues derived from a completely conserved amino acid at a given position. Green residues are similar to the consensus amino acid at a given position.
**Figure 3.** mCpxs rescue the cpx$^{SH1}$ mutant mini frequency phenotype. (A) Expression of mCpx isoforms in Drosophila. The top blot shows western from adult head lysates probed with anti-myc antisera detect transgenic protein driven by C155$^{elav\text{-}Gal4}$ in cpx$^{SH1}$ or WT background as indicated. The bottom blot is probed with anti-Drosophila Cpx antisera. The last lane shows myc-tagged DmCpx expressed in the WT background. Anti-DmCpx detects myc-tagged DmCpx as well as endogenous DmCpx (arrow), allowing comparable expression analysis of all myc-tagged Cpxs with endogenous Cpx levels. (B) Summary of relative levels of transgenic myc-tagged Cpxs compared to endogenous DmCpx (% of endogenous DmCpx ± SEM, n = 3). Anti-DmCpx antisera detects both myc-tagged DmCpx and endogenous DmCpx (see Figure 3A last lane), allowing for relative expression analysis. (C) Summary of mean mini frequency (Hz ± SEM) for each line. n = control (10), cpx$^{SH1}$ (7), DmCpx (8), mCpx I (12), mCpx II (5), mCpx III (5), mCpx IV (9). Horizontal lines indicate statistical comparisons determined by Student’s t-test. (D) Sample traces of minis in control, cpx$^{SH1}$, and rescue lines expressing DmCpx and the indicated mCpxs.

**Figure 4.** DmCpx function as a fusion clamp requires the C-terminal CAAX-box motif. (A) Expression of DmCpx, mCpx I and chimeras that interchanged the last 4 residues of each protein (DmCpx$^{CVMQ\text{-}+MFKK}$ and mCpx I$^{MFKK\text{-}+CVMQ}$). The top blot shows western probed with anti-myc antisera, which detects myc-tagged transgenic proteins driven by C155$^{elav\text{-}Gal4}$ in cpx$^{SH1}$ or the WT background as indicated. The bottom blot is probed with anti-Drosophila Cpx antisera. Endogenous Cpx is highlighted with the arrow. (B) Summary of mean mini frequency (Hz ± SEM) for each line. n = control (10), cpx$^{SH1}$ (7), DmCpx (8), DmCpx$^{CVMQ\text{-}+MFKK}$ (6), mCpx I (12), mCpx I$^{MFKK\text{-}+CVMQ}$ (7). Horizontal lines indicate statistical comparisons determined by Student’s
t-test. (C) Sample traces of minis in control, $cpx^{SH1}$ and rescue strains expressing the indicated Cpxs and chimeric proteins.

**Figure 5.** mCpxs exhibit dramatic differences in facilitating evoked release in $cpx$ null mutants. (A) Summary of mean EJP amplitude (mV ± SEM). n = control (12), $cpx^{SH1}$ (7), DmCpx (11), mCpx I (12), mCpx II (15), mCpx III (10), mCpx IV (22), DmCpx$_{CVMQ/+MFKK}$ (15), and mCpx I$_{MFKK+/CVMQ}$ (19). Statistical comparisons were made with control, unless otherwise indicated by horizontal lines, using Student’s t-test. (B) Averaged traces of EJPs in 0.2 mM calcium from control, $cpx^{SH1}$ and rescued strains expressing the indicated transgenic protein.

**SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE LEGENDS**

**Supplementary Figure 1.** Cpx transgenic rescues do not exhibit altered levels of syntaxin or Syt 1 levels. All western blots were performed on adult head lysates, and were probed with anti-myc, anti-DmCpx, anti-syntaxin (stx), or anti-Syt 1. Equal loading was assayed by anti-tubulin (tub), with representative blots shown. (A) DmCpx$_{K75A,Y76A}$ expressed in the $cpx^{SH1}$ background does not alter syntaxin or Syt 1 levels. (B) mCpxs expressed in the $cpx^{SH1}$ background does not alter syntaxin or Syt 1 levels. (C) DmCpx$_{CVMQ+/MFKK}$ and mCpx I$_{MFKK+/CVMQ}$ in the $cpx^{SH1}$ background does not alter syntaxin or Syt 1 levels.

**Supplementary Figure 2.** WT DmCpx, mCpx and the indicated mutant transgenic proteins driven by C155elav-Gal4 are localized properly to muscle 6/7 NMJs. Third instar wandering larvae of the indicated genotypes were dissected, fixed and costained with anti-HRP, and rabbit anti-
DmCpx or mouse anti-myc antisera as indicated. (A) Control larvae were stained with anti-DmCpx to detect endogenous Cpx co-stained with anti-HRP. (B) – (F) transgenic lines were stained anti-HRP, and anti-myc to detect the following neuronally expressed transgenes: (B) WT DmCpx, (C) DmCpxK75A, Y76A, (D) DmCpxΔCVMQ/+MKFF, (E) mCpx I, and (F) mCpx IΔMFKK/+CVMQ. Scale bar = 20 µm.

**Supplementary Figure 3.** DmCpx and mCpxs transgenic proteins driven by the pan-neuronal driver C155elav-Gal4 are localized properly to muscle 6/7 NMJs. Third instar wandering larvae of the following transgenic lines were prepared as described in SI Figure 1, and costained with anti-HRP and anti-myc antisera: (A) WT DmCpx, (B) mCpx I, (C) mCpx II, (D) mCpx III, (E) mCpx IV. Scale bar = 20 µm.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(cpx^{SH1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C155</td>
<td>+ + + + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCpx I</td>
<td>- - - - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCpx II</td>
<td>+ - - - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCpx III</td>
<td>- - + - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCpx IV</td>
<td>- - - + - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DmCpx</td>
<td>- - - - - +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

![Graph showing Mini Frequency (Hz) with statistical significance markers (*) and (**) for different genotypes.](image)

Control | \(cpx^{SH1}\) | DmCpx | mCpx I | mCpx II | mCpx III | mCpx IV
---|---|---|---|---|---|---

**C**

- Control
- \(cpx^{SH1}\)
- C155;DmCpx, \(cpx^{SH1}\)
- C155; mCpx I, \(cpx^{SH1}\)
- C155; mCpx II, \(cpx^{SH1}\)
- C155; mCpx III, \(cpx^{SH1}\)
- C155; mCpx IV, \(cpx^{SH1}\)
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**Legend:**
- 10 mV
- 250 ms